Berlin School of Electronic music and related

SynGate Records presents Berlin School & more of Electronic Music available on genuine CD/CD-R or for download On Bandcamp.

synigate luna presents synthesizer based ambient, experimental and avantgarde music
**Alien Nature & Stan Dart CD Accelerator**

Alien Nature’s and Stan Dart’s first cooperation shows their talent of evolving each unique style of Electronic Space Rock (Alien Nature) and Choronic Electronic Chill Art (Stan Dart) to a new genre of powerful melodic Electronic Rock, that is full of rhythm, bass and melody. Kind of electronic IDM, put the VOLUME UP

All music composed, performed and played by Alien Nature (Wolfgang Barkowski) and Stan Dart (Richard Hasibi)

---

**Rainbow Serpent CD Pulse**

"From the depths of outer space floats rhythmic pulse in my ears. The infinite cold expanse carries me ...."

Yes this is an album for a relaxing flight inward. With seven mostly very long tracks to explore worlds with your eyes closed. Musically Rainbow Serpent have a lot in common with Tangerine Dream of 70’s. This is in this case, is compliment. It’s not copied, but the style of it used, has a very impressive sound.

Rainbow Serpent are Gerd Wiesenaup and Frank Specht

---

**Anders Jørgensen CD Greatest Hits**

Anders Jørgensen is a project by Jørgen Enev and Antenore Kleinwächter - both very well experienced in electronic from Berlin School to Synth Pop

Three recording sessions took place which resulted in this six tracks. All music on this album was performed live by Kleinwächter’s and Enev’s studio in Cologne and Bielefeld and recorded in a single jam session for each track, without additional overdubs.

---

**Betzler & Bruckner CD Two**

Anyone who likes the ambient and Berlin School style of Michael Bruckner may like this album anyway, but this time its added by some more rhythm, when Tommy Betzler plays the drums.

Another highlight are Bruckner’s guest musicians on guitar (Sammy David) and on clarinet (Friederik fon). Hearing clarinet in electronic music is very special and pretty unique.

---

**Syndromeda & Mac Of BIONight CD Volcanic Drifts**

All tracks composed and performed in 2015 by Danny Budis and Mac of BIONight except for “Steamy Weather’s” composed and performed by Danny Mac and Thought Experiment (Mike Hobson) Drums emulation, electric guitar and electric bass on this track by Mike.

Pictures taken on Iceland by Danny

---

**TM Solver CD Maroc**

Musical sceneries from a trip to Marocco - long tracks that reflect the colorful impressions of the wonderful landscape from the north via the Atlas mountain to the south
Carola Zauchner - CD Electronic Underground

Carola Zauchner, also known as mastermind from "Traumklang" released an ambient solo project with this album all instruments (analog hardware synthesizers) played by Carola Zauchner.

http://www.syrgate.biz

Pete Farn
CD Blow My Tears


composed and performed 2015 by peter schaefer produced 2015 by farn - artwork by peter schaefer www.farntastisch.de

Fringo Chills
CD The First Time

Frank Rohde: "my passion is the old "herin-school-style" (listen to "Prateroller," and "Filter Kaffee") but sometimes i like to hear long evolving rhythms and epic soundscapes. Come and listen to the music when fringo wants to chill..."

Fringo Chills is the solo ambient project by frank rothe, berlin

TM Solver
CD Svalbard

When Thomas Meter, aka TM Solver visited Spitsbergen in 1993 he was attracted by many impressions of deep coldness, wide landscapes, rough nature and the always present awareness of possible encounters with icebeary. These impressions found their musical echo in this album. All these tracks were written long ago but never published before, now in 2015 TM Solver remastered the old recordings and they sound as crispy and fresh, as the preserved ice from a resort, that does not change its fascination.